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water and cliffs - Quenta

Now stamp a couple more water cover all along the river edges. So it looks completely covered. Again don't forget to rotate them in all directions so it doesn't ... 
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WATER AND CLIFFS http://www.dundjinni.com/forums/forum_posts.asp?TID=9201&PN=2 Here is the lessons so much people have been asking me for a long time....how to make splendid and living water, and also how to make cliffs with the perfect blending !!! So I will make this easy for you guys as I'm going to do both in the same time and by posting the things I will use to make it. Hope it will be easy enough to understand and to create. I sometime use Photoshop for the finishing touch but I will try not to use it to simplify the thing as some peoples don't have this program. Here is the cliff I will use to start this thing.



After adding one cliff, try to stamp a couple more but not to much...we will come back to this later, I have added theses so it don’t look all the same. Rotate them upside down so it doesn't look like its too perfect and stamp them one over another...as you can see we draw some borders so it looks like a river. Now it should look like this approximately, or as you wish...



Not perfect those cliffs...but we will have to wait till we see them looking nicer. Adding some water.



Lets stamp one like that :



Simple enough, don’t bother if it goes on top of the cliffs as we going to blend that with more cliffs later. Now stamp a couple more water cover all along the river edges. So it looks completely covered. Again don’t forget to rotate them in all directions so it doesn’t look all the same.



Let’s proceed with re-adding more cliffs to cover the water that cover all those cliffs. Let’s use a different cliff to make it look more realistic. But feel free to restamp some of the first we have used.



So I will now use them and the one before, all mixed up and upside down.



How I did theses? I stamped like 35 cliffs all sides and all kinds till I got what I wanted. Stamps them everywhere, and don't be shy to go back to that first cliff and then to that other one and back to the first until you get a good look. It took me like 3 minutes playing around with them. It still look weird a bit so lets add some details so it looks real. Let’s put some trees all over like the cliffs.



Let’s add some water bumps like that the water will look like its dropping.



Put it there so it look like it drops, we will add some white water effect to amplify it after.



Let’s add some white water effect.



Also place blue's rock on top of the drop to make it look more realistic. Here is what it look like. Attention very small details.



Let’s add some movement in the water.



Stamps them and it should look like this now



Now you need to add effect all around the river shore.



It should look like this



Let’s now add some ground around this so it looks better than just a bold river in white background.



Here is what I made in a couple min just to fill the blanks. Feel free to add some details to it so it looks the way you want too. It’s not that beautiful because I really need to add some depths to it but I think you all get the Idea and that’s the point.
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shadows and lightnings - Quenta 

Alternatively, choose image> adjustments> color balance. Now, play with the colors until you get something that matches the light source. OPTIONAL.
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make tiles - Quenta 

Put it on top of the original. 9- Blur that copied layer (Filter>Blur>Gaussian Blur) then make sure its blending mode is set to Multiply.This should let you see.
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effet d'eau - Quenta 

Apply a mask to the layer to hide the parts of the layer that you don't want to see. Do this by making sure the water layer is current and clicking [menu:layer/add ...
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water views: caring and daring - Water-Wheel.net 

Aaliwica, Abdellah Hassak alias Dubosmium, Adam Czarnecki, Albertinum ... Barclay, Leon Cmielewski, Lila Moore, Lisa Dali alias Nezha, Liz Bryce, Ljiljana.
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water views: caring and daring - Water-Wheel.net 

The information and opinions expressed in these papers are solely of the authors and should not be considered ... Bamboo Curtain Studio (Taipei), Centre of Contemporary Arts (Torun), ...... the field of biotechnology, suggestions for the theoretical 
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Stone Ring Photoshop Tutorial - Quenta 

Changing the cell size and border thickness will change the size of the stones and the mortar gap that will appear between them. 5. Now apply the cutout filter ...
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cliffs testprep clast preparation guide dbid 3ora 
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Why water filters and purifiers? 

Jul 14, 2005 - About the use of water filters, and test of two brands. Copyright (c) ... person, because of our much larger body mass. Overdosing can be ... But it's light, compact and handy. The pump of .... Leave it for the night to flow through.
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Water balance and water movement in unsaturated zones of 

evapotranspiration rate from the hummock surface (mm) .... (Price, 2003), but it might increase the water .... (0.66 hPa 8CK1), l is the latent heat of vaporization of.
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DNA waves and water - PNEI 

in the framework of quantum field theory. ... computer using specific software (Fig. 1). .... theory of liquid water based on Quantum Field Theory (QFT) [6]-[11]. ... Higgsâ€“Kibble mechanism [9] which implies that the photon of the trapped em field 
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madagascar water supply, sanitation and ... 

9 sept. 2014 - Automated Directives System. BCC. Behavior .... The best water storage processes recommended by the projects include containers having the.
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Water Resources and Climate Change 

Jun 29, 2006 - DRIER SUMMERS. Page 22. Medway: Changes in monthly PET 2020s. Monthly PET factors. 0. 5. 10. 15. 20. 25. 30. 35. 40. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.
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Profile Water Earth Water 

water earth. Faizaan Peerzada. 25-F/3, Block D, National Homes,. New Muslim Town, Lahore - ... also given a sense of achievement to. Faizaan as an artist both ...
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How do water transport and water storage differ in 

ring porous trees (Ulmus americana, Ellmore and Ewers,. 1986 ... latewood, air would go through the pores before the torus ...... liquids through conifer wood.
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Water 

Cama de agua / Water Beds/Lits á Eau. 30 min. RD$1,050. Masajes/ Massage/ Massages. Masaje Sueco/ Swedish massage/ Massage Suédois. 25 min.
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tracking key environmental issues air and water 

Read and Save Ebook tracking key environmental issues air and water nature climate change severe weather suivi des grands enjeux environnementaux lair et ...
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international conference Water, megacities and global change 

1 déc. 2015 - Tao Wang, Directeur adaptation & attenuation, Green fund. Cassilde Brenière, french agency Development. Representative of the Global ...
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Installation, Operation and Maintenance Manual - Watts Water 

ineffective for service intended. Regular ... stops helps assure maximum life and proper product .... Attach the Service Log to the installed OneFlow® system.
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congress kelowna 2008 2529 may abstracts eau meteo et climat la comme outil ... Are you looking for water weather and climate science informing decisions ... Nook, or maybe just because people want choices, it is now possible to get ... The answer is
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Megacities Alliance for Water and Climate - eaumega 

P.O. Box 30592-00100, Nairobi, Kenya [email protected]. Latin America and the Caribbean. UNESCO's Regional Bureau for Science in Latin America and the Caribbean. Luis Piera 1992, Edificio Mercosur,. 2do piso,. Montevideo, 11200, Uruguay montevideo@u
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Determination of imidacloprid in water and soil 

gas chromatography-mass spectrometry and selected ion monitoring. ..... accurate. On the other hand, the non-significative value of the intercept in the YC ...
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Chapter 8: Water and Wastewater Planning 

bottles, containers of glass, rubber, or any other substance and waste or splinters shall be .... important species will not die if the plume temperature falls to the ambient water ...... sC = the standard deviation of the contaminant concentration m
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mediterranean outflow water and contourite ... - Vincent Hanquiez 

Oct 12, 2017 - Emmanuelle DUCASSOU(1,@), Johanna LOFI(2), André BAHR(3), Vincent HANQUIEZ(1), Rachel. PIERRE(1). (1) Environnements et ...
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Water storage capacitance and xylem tension in 

Feb 1, 2005 - tain leaves through much of the year and replace their foliage during the dry season (Borchert 1994a, Borchert et al. 2002). The degree of dry ...
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